REGISTER ANY TIME, ONLY $425 FOR ENTIRE 4-MONTH, 12-SESSION SERIES:
https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/angelic-souls-evolving-humanity
(Register by Thursday, April 1, 2021 to receive a special Bonus Video!)
Featured on Dr. Oz, Coast to Coast AM & Gaia TV, Dr. Linda Backman is an expert teacher, regression
therapist & licensed psychologist with 40+ years of private practice experience, including over 25 years
guiding Soul Regressions. Linda’s books are Souls on Earth, The Evolving Soul & Bringing Your Soul to
Light. Linda founded the RavenHeart Center & Training Institute in Boulder, CO in 1997 and teaches
regularly worldwide. Linda is an international expert in understanding how reincarnation plays a pivotal
role in our personal growth and relationships.

Angelic Souls Evolving Humanity at Birth & Walk-In:
Teamwork with Earth & Interplanetary Intelligence
Dr. Linda Backman & Expert Guest Teachers
April 6, 13 & 20 ~ May 4, 11 & 18, 2021
June 1, 8 & 15 ~ July 6, 13 & 20, 2021
5-6:30 PM Mountain Time
All Sessions Archived for Future Viewing - Registrants can View Live or Later

REGISTER ANY TIME, ONLY $425:
https://ravenheartcenter.com/index.php/angelic-souls-evolving-humanity
Register by Thursday, April 1, 2021 to receive a special Bonus Video!
Contact Earl@RavenHeartCenter.com or call 303-818-0575 for more details.

COURSE DETAILS
This in-depth virtual video course includes Teaching, Discussion, Experiential, Guest Teachers
and Homework. Participants will be able to interact throughout the course on Slack.

SCHEDULE:
April 6, 13 & 20:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Where are souls created and by whom?
Why 3 types of souls? (Earth-Based, Interplanetary & Angelic Realm)
Skills & Challenges of EB, IP & AR Souls
How does Humanity evolve?
How do souls evolve?
History of EB, IP & AR Souls arriving via birth, materialization, and walk-in
History of the creation of Angelic Realm & relationship to Earth

April 20: Guest Teacher - Cynthia James
http://www.cynthiajames.net

May 4, 11 & 18:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are you EB, IP or AR?
Why are you on Earth now?
Where is your Soul Home Base?
Structure, Council, and Orientation of your Soul Home Base
How are people & souls prepared for walk-in?

May 18: Guest Teachers - Panel of Angelic Realm Souls who will share about their current
life experience coping with:
 Being a man or a woman who is highly unique compared to other people they
know
 Life on Earth where Love & Compassion is not the norm of behavior
 People who think that AR Souls behave excessively “Pollyanna”
 Teaching others to place caring of all people above any other approach
 How they deal with being in the human body and related challenges
 & Much More
June 1, 8 & 15:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teamwork among all 3 types of Souls
Your family and friends: EB’s, IP’s & AR’s
Learning and Teaching among all 3 Soul types
Past Lives of EB, IP & AR Souls

June 8: Guest Teacher - Alan Steinfeld
http://www.youtube.com/newrealities
July 6, 13 & 20:
1.
2.
3.

Creating Unity on Earth & in the Higher Realm
What was your original purpose in life today & how has that expanded?
Class participants share their evolutionary stories

July 13: Guest Teachers - Two Interplanetary Souls, Heidi Wahl & "Jane Smith", will share
their challenging life experiences being misunderstood and mislabeled with psychological
disorders for years due to traumas experienced in IP past lives and originating from an IP
home location where the souls remain permanently as children.

All souls are created in the higher realm with the intention to evolve Humanity and the
Universe. If you’re reading the details of this new virtual course you are NOT a new or
young soul. Your interest indicates the degree of evolution of your own soul. What do I
mean by ALL souls contribute to the evolution of ALL?
Intelligent incarnation began on Earth approximately 300,000 years ago. In the last 15,000
years humans created more than one civilization on our planet. Perhaps you’ve had a past
life in northern India, Mesopotamia, or Egypt where early cultures developed. What is your
soul history and why are you here now?
Originally souls came to Earth from interplanetary locations in the Universe. Angelic Souls
served as guides but did not embody as yet. When did you first come to Earth? Is your soul
designed to incarnate primarily on Earth or not on Earth? Are you an Angelic Realm Soul?
Are you an Earth-Based Soul? Are you an Interplanetary Soul?
Why was the Angelic Realm created?
What are YOUR gifts and challenges as an EB, IP, or AR Soul? Why are you here now? EB’s
evolve through repetitive Earth lives to move through karma and maintain dharma or soul
accomplishment. IP’s come to Earth infrequently and often are challenged to operate both
physically and emotionally within the human lifestyle. AR’s have few incarnations at all,
bringing a profound love and compassion perspective. Life on Earth for an AR demonstrates
an insufficient amount of the light vs the dark.
How can Humanity AND the higher realm evolve with the co-creation of all three types of
souls who have different origins in the higher realm? What is the origin of energy that seeks
to block evolution, both on Earth and in the Higher Realm? How can the “Light” supercede
the “Dark?”
Angelic Realm Souls serve the Divine and infrequently incarnate, only on Earth. Are you an
AR Soul? Did you arrive on Earth at birth or as a Walk-In? When it is agreed upon, and only
in rare circumstances, does the original animating soul exit and a new soul arrives into an
adult body, termed a Walk-In. How and Why does this highly unique event occur? What is
the benefit for Humanity to have more AR Souls on Earth?
This unique course will bring together interested folks who are NOT young souls for the
purpose of learning, sharing, and co-creating to expand Humanity’s evolution. The course
will include teaching, client Soul Regression sharing, group sharing, experiential, Guest
Teachers/Panels, homework, and a Slack group. Guest Teachers & Panel Members will
include EB, IP & AR Souls.

GOALS OF THIS VIRTUAL COURSE
Group Participants will Discover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why and When was the Angelic Realm created
When did AR’s arrive on Earth
How can you recognize an AR Soul
What are the signs of a Walk-In AR Soul
Are you an Earth-Based, Interplanetary, or Angelic Realm Soul
What are your gifts & challenges
How can you team up with other EB’s, IP’s & AR’s to benefit Humanity
How to expand your intuitive abilities
What are the details of your past lives
Who are the members of your soul pod
How did you plan your current life
Who are the members of the Earth, Interplanetary & AR Councils
What is the role of your Higher Self at this time
How can you live more fully in alignment with your purpose and your Higher Self
How can YOU aid the “Light” energy to serve Humanity

All Sessions Archived for Future Viewing - Registrants can View Live or Later
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EXPERT GUEST TEACHERS
Cynthia James (April 20)

Cynthia James is an Author, Speaker, Facilitator and Transformation Coach. Being called a
Champion for Change is not accidental. She has spent over two decades in self-examination,
higher education and working with people around the world that are seekers. These
individuals are always searching for knowledge, wisdom and techniques to bring their gifts to
the world. As a transformation coach, her work invites people to take deep dives into three
areas: Inquiry, Introspection, and Integration. She believes that her job is to support
individuals to find their authentic voices, heal habits and patterns that no longer support
them, claim their freedom and create the life of their dreams. http://www.cynthiajames.net

Alan Steinfeld (June 8)

Alan Steinfeld has explored the intersection of the consciousness, ETs and spirituality for over
25 years. Each week he presents his latest research on the cable television program New
Realities to 1 million potential viewers in New York City. The programs are likewise posted on
his NewRealties YouTube channel http://www.Youtube.com/Newrealities, with over 22 million
views to date. His platform extends to world-wide following with his public lectures,
production of spiritual events and hosting many expos and conferences around the country.
His research into the paranormal, and related anomalous fields, have given him the insight into

what has previously defied explanation. His new book Making * Contact which he contributed
to and edited is an anthology of the best minds in the field of UFOlogy including Linda Moulton
Howe, Whitley Strieber, Grant Cameron, Darryl Anka, Mary Rodwell, Harvard professor John
Mack, Caroline Cory and JJ and Desiree Hurtak all coming together to build an earth shattering
revelation of ETs that will reshape our perceptions the world around us, the cosmos and reality
as we have known it. To preorder the book, go to: https://www.amazon.com/Making-ContactPreparing-Realities-Extraterrestrial/dp/1250773946

Panel of Angelic Realm Souls on May 18
Conversation with Two Interplanetary Souls on July 13
Heidi Wahl (July 13)

Heidi Wahl, LADAC, is a woman with multilayered leadership abilities. She is an advocate,
public speaker, healer, and diligent clinician. Heidi resides in Santa Fe, N.M., where her talents
are utilized as a Regional Program Director for a community behavioral health agency. Sacred
Lakota teachings and ceremony have been part of her life for over 25 years. She is a lodge
keeper, Sundancer, and Chanunpa carrier. Heidi is passionate about bringing her spiritual, and
interdimensional experiences to light to help others. Breaching the divide of traditional mental
health theories and the overlap of consciousness experiences is of particular interest to her.
Heidi’s Interplanetary Soul experiences will sadden you and be provocative about how IP’s can
be so terribly misunderstood and mislabeled.

“Jane Smith” (July 13)

“Jane Smith”, MD, is a research scientist at a major US Medical Facility. Jane has embodied on
Earth very few times and thus, she struggles with significant physical challenges in the human
body. Jane could be described as a “child soul” in the healthiest of ways to teach Humanity
how accept pure love and joy. You will find Jane’s experiences to be powerful, difficult, and
unspeakably purposeful.
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